
Our most successful awards yet

The ASGA Biennial National 
Sign Awards 2016



2016 Gold Award, Project: Channel 9 Perth, Category: Signage Installation 

This project included fabricated aluminium channel 9 letters with acrylic faces and was backlit using low voltage LED modules. The logo was 1800mm high overall and mounted to 

anodised aluminium perforated and rolled sheets. There was no flat areas to fix into so we manufactured individual mounting brackets for this facade. The second logo was installed 

above the freeway drop off and had zero access from the ground, and was fully installed via abseil from the roof.



2016 Gold Award, Project: iinet Social Media Tower, Category: Digital 

Our client asked us to create a concept to meet a brief for a new social hub located within the Perth Arena. The brief was: “to create a technologically and digitally innovative installation that was visually spectacular 

enough to attract people’s attention from a distance and draw them in to interact with the iiNet permanent zone and content. Once in the zone, the content needed to be engaging and intelligent enough for people 

to want to stay and interact. They needed to create something architecturally exciting with digital WOW-factor”. Our design and final product includes digital signage which showcases software that sources social 

media and shapes the social narrative around your brand. Essentially, patrons are encouraged to take a photo and upload to Facebook & Twitter with the specific hashtag #iinetsuperfan. The software then 

finds this post and display’s the photo’s on the tower screens in real time. The entire project was run through our Major Projects team and over seen by our Audio Visual Manager. 
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2016 Silver Award, Project: HB Pencil Category: Sculpture

This metal sculpture is one of our on-site concepts for our street art / street furniture range. This has been designed for the entrance of our business to add interest and humour. 

This is a great example of what can be built in this modern sign company. No longer do we need to just make signs. The pencil has been fabricated from 3mm 

Aluminium which is then folded at the corners. It has then been rolled and fully welded. The “lead and wood” component is 2 pack painted. 

The fixing point is hidden and concealed within the “lead” which is then buried into the footing.
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2016 Silver Award, Project: Brookfield, Category: Vinyl

These vinyl cut graphics to replicate “Doilies” were carried out as part of the “art in the city” event.  These graphics were 7 metres tall and applied in sections. Because of the high 

profile location at Brookfield place, the installation had to be carried out during night shift for morning presentation.

 metres tall and applied in sections. Because of the high 



2016 Bronze Award, Project: Mandoon Estate Category: Wayfinding

Our client requested a less expensive but visually appealing method of creating a wayfinding and directional sign system. The folded 3mm Aluminium with 

engraved and cut through design included vinyl graphics which were then sealed using 2 pack paint for longevity and vandal resistance.   

olded 3mm Aluminium with 



2016 Bronze Award, Project: Bonfire Category: Neon

This brilliant and creative neon sculpture uses fabricated aluminium with router cut circles and yellow neon 

which creates an engaging waterfall effect and discussion points at entry to this business.  



Our client requested a wide range of designs for their new entry statement pylons. The brief was to include anything from futuristic designs to something very simplistic. It was then 

narrowed down to the final design which was an extremely neat and minimalist design. Our design specified glass, digital print and lighting materials which gave an exceptionally classy 

final product, which Kingman manufactured and installed in 2015 at the entrance of the new Terminal 1 Domestic, and Terminal 2 International Airport Perth.

Our client requested a wide range of designs for their new entry statement pylons. The brief was to include anything from futuristic designs to something very simplistic. It was then 

2016 Bronze Award, Project: Airport Pylon Category: Design
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